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From PMI HQ, the article discuss Why Volunteer?
Survey Says... Being a volunteer will grow a network
of peer volunteers.
On behalf of board of editor I would like to thank
all parties who support us in preparing this edition
and participating in this newsletter.
Happy reading….
Raﬁ Sani Hardono,PMP
Editor in Chief

Good things happen
when you stay involved with PMI
The newsletter of Excellentia is scheduled to be available every month. The board of editor encourages readers or
persons interested in project management area to submit articles any topic relating to the project management. All
contents of article published in the newsletter are responsible by the author.
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Board
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LEADERS MEETING 2019:
Threats and Opportunities
in Disruptive Era
A much-anticipated event, the Leaders Meeting 2018 was hosted by
PMI Indonesia Chapter on January 10th, 2019. Kicking oﬀ the new year,

this event was held at the Hotel Mercure Nexa Bandung and is the

3rd consecutive event that was ﬁrst held in 2016. This leaders meeting
is part of the yearly program of PMI Indonesia Bandung Branch. This

year’s event theme is “The Leader’s Threats and Opportunities in
Disruptive Era”. Within 2 months of promotion, the event soaked up
a good amount of interest from the project management enthusiasts.

The event was organized by the Bandung Branch and supported by

student volunteers from the Project Management minor in Industrial
Engineering of Telkom University. Tya Adhitama, founder of a
management consulting company Navigadhi, delivered the keynote

speech. Tya has 37 years of professional experience under her belt, in
manufacturing, management, banking and ﬁnance, training, education,
non-proﬁt and philanthropy work.

Acting as moderator, is Fanjar Arif Wicaksono, an Industrial Engineering

student of Telkom University; the event kicked oﬀ with an opening
speech from Wawan Tripiawan, Project Manager of the Leaders
Meeting 2019, followed by an introduction to PMI Indonesia Chapter

delivered by Bandung Branch Director, Ahmad Fuad Bay. The ﬂoor
was then handed to Tya Adhitama to present her topic. The 1.5-hour

session was very interactive and engaging, with continuous audience
participation. Every participant is invited to share their challenges and
opportunities in their own place of work; which was then discussed in
the general forum.

After the questions and answers sessions, Tya handed out door prizes,

her latest book “Navigating Turmoil” which contains good learning for
business owners, entrepreneurs and of course, millennials in facing the
business challenges that lie ahead.

30 participants from diﬀerent industries participated in the Leaders
Meeting 2019, from telecommunications infrastructure, manufacturing,
consulting to academia.

Speaker and Participants of the Leaders Meeting 2019
Wawan Tripiawan and Ikhsana Diana Putri
PMI Indonesia Chapter – Bandung Branch

from
PMIHQ
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Why Volunteer? Survey Says …
Three attendees raised their hands, and we divided the work among
us. I stayed president until 2005, and I learned that I should develop
potential successors early.

Some respondents’ quotes:
● It was a way for me to have access to other people who did work
similar to mine and to learn from them.

When meeting fellow volunteers at project management events,
I seem to be able to smell the dopamine. What you see are smiles,

acknowledgments, hugs, oﬀers of help and friendly talk all around. I

● It was immediately rewarding for the ﬁrm’s work, our clients and my
personal consulting growth.

● I was very impressed the ﬁrst time I attended a PMI global congress.

am very pleased to meet people from other countries and cultures

● Doing voluntary work was fascinating and challenging at the same

a feeling of belonging to a special group of human beings. We all have

● Thrown into the role of vice president–ﬁnance/treasurer with no

other volunteer teams to bind together, but the longterm feeling of

● To get knowledge and to network.

again and again, year after year, and even after all these years, there is
achieved small successes, helped on volunteer projects and assisted
belonging to this amazing group is what really counts.

Being a volunteer since 1998, I grew a network of peer volunteers, some
of them volunteering 50 and more years. So I sent out an email survey

to 75 of them and received 18 textual responses. This is an exceptional
outcome of 25 percent replies. Most of the participants were willing

time.

idea what I was getting into, and have never looked back.

2.

When did volunteering become addictive for you, and do

you know why?

Four respondents said they would not say it is addictive, but most
agreed that it was. Volunteering is rewarding and creates passion for all.

to be a mentor, so if you need an outstanding project management

Personally, I met excellent professionals and made friends. Volunteering

chapter event or a PMI conference and ask any one of PMI’s more than

opportunities at PMI are great to extend your network, responsibilities

to your request.

groups and so on. Besides chapter work, I started to attend item-

volunteer to help you in your career or life, consider attending a PMI

is an opportunity I would not have elsewhere (I tried). And the

10,000 volunteers you will meet, and they will likely respond favorably

and achievements: from local chapters, to regional projects, global

My peer volunteers answered these
six questions:
1.

Do you remember why and when you started volunteering
and what your expectations were back then?

Some remember the time very well, like starting as early as 1968 or

1969. A few started volunteering outside project management, like
for a ﬁshing club, a youth group in school, the boy scouts, in college,
during military service and for a business association.

The majority, though, started volunteering with project management,
for example, as a PMI chapter leader/volunteer. Many had a reason,
such as giving back, helping others and being part of something

bigger. Others, like me, just accidentally became a volunteer without a

writing sessions for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® exam
questions, review registered education provider (R.E.P.) applications,

provide input to standards development and assess PMI Project of the
Year Award applications.

Some respondents’ quotes:
● The endorphins were ﬂowing from the very beginning.
● The people I met were smart, helpful and passionate, and it became
addictive to be around them.

● I have never looked back nor doubted the value of my PMI
involvement and the beneﬁts of volunteering.

● I don’t believe volunteering is addictive … the ethical value in
volunteering is that it is a choice.

reason per se, but stayed a volunteer nevertheless.

3.

In 1998, I attended a chapter meeting as a regular member and was

Several themes come out of this open-ended question, like personal

surprised when the sitting president asked who wanted to succeed him.

What has volunteering given you overall?

satisfaction, broader understanding, a global network, friends, self-
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conﬁdence, sense of belonging, recognition, leadership practice,
learning and opportunities—all very helpful in developing a more
mature perspective.

I can agree with all of them, but might add that I saw volunteering

also as a sandbox to develop skills I could not develop in my regular

job, like founding a legal entity, doing taxes and negotiating contracts.

These are also my personal views. And I share some of my beliefs with
you, because they helped me to get the most out of volunteering:

● I believe that my life and time are my responsibility to spend (I can
say no without bad feelings).

● I believe that meeting other people from diﬀerent cultures and

geographies, listening to them and respecting them is the key to

More importantly, it allowed me the experience of making a team of

diversity and getting rid of racism and xenophobia (somebody said

8 to 12 volunteers become a team that continually delivers without
any positional authority. This can be successfully achieved in a chapter
board. Volunteering changed who I am.

travel is the cure for racism).

● I believe that accepting the consequences of each decision I make
is key to happiness. It helps to avoid shame and regret, and helps

Some respondents’ quotes:
● The reassurance that others cook only with water and also have a
lot of problems in front of them.

● A sense of fulﬁllment and satisfaction.
● A more open mindset, reinforced my positive attitude and my
strong belief in the profession.

● It has given me knowledge, diﬀerent perspectives, cultural
discernment and global perceptions.

● Lots of satisfaction and visibility.
● Given me a new family.
● I received a lot, very often unexpected.
● Sense of contributing to something meaningful.
● Motivating people in such an environment is something special and
that was and still is a great learning experience for me.

4.

Do you have any plans to give up volunteering?

Only three participants said that because of retirement, they might

slow down or stop volunteering. The vast majority clearly said that they
continue to volunteer actively.

Personally, I continue to volunteer even though I am retired. I even

took on new volunteer tasks outside PMI, with Germany’s Senior Expert

Service, where I am now helping young refugees build their lives as
apprentices and also help foreign organizations in governance, project
management and marketing.

looking forward, not backward. Once a choice is made, deal with it.
Some respondents’ quotes:
● Build your volunteerism on intrinsic motivation.
● Start slowly and don’t overcommit.
● Constantly learn and gain valuable knowledge.
● GIVE, GIVE, GIVE and you will see.
Always get involved.
● [Volunteering] is like exercise. One needs to start small and work
up to bigger eﬀorts.
● Volunteering is a great way to learn how to work well in a diverse
team.

● Don’t look at what is in it for me; look at what you can do for the
association, group or cause.

● Volunteering is the genuine art of giving.
● I can acquire diﬀerent qualiﬁcations and expand them than on the
job.

6.

Would you be willing to consider mentoring new volunteers

if they ask you?

Overwhelmingly, most (15) said they are willing to become a mentor
for new mentees.

I would too.

Some respondents’ quotes:
● The day I stop will be the day I just can’t physically or mentally meet
the challenges of volunteer activities.

● I will adjust to ensure I contribute eﬀectively.
● I plan to continue, if only to keep the relations and friendships
developed over time and to give back to the profession.

● I cannot give it up.
5.

Do you have one short piece of advice for new volunteers?

Start slow and allow it to increase overtime. Do not overcommit. Give
and you will be rewarded.

Thomas Walenta, Dipl.Math, PMP, PgMP, PMI Fellow
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Learn From the Past,
Adapt for the Future
When I’m talking to groups of project managers, I often speak about the

importance of experience. You can have all the project management
education and training in the world, but until you combine your PM

need to adjust your actions from what you did before. You are likely to
change what you do based on any combination of:
•

The material diﬀerences between the previous project and the

•

The outcome of your actions on the previous project (i.e., you

news for you: The secret to success is not simply the experience itself,

•

Your improved overall understanding of project management in

regard, new PMs have an advantage.

Now consider the situation for a project manager who has been

skills with the experience of leading projects, you’ll never be able to
grow in the profession.

I know that’s not the greatest thing for new project managers to hear
because they don’t yet have that experience, but I have some good

it’s the ability to apply that experience to current situations. And in that

current one

want to perform better this time)

the period of time since the previous situation occurred

Let me explain what I mean. Experience provides context for project

performing the role for 10, 15, 20 years or more. When they come

and mentally say, “I know what’s happening here; it’s like the thing

much closer in detail to the current scenario; they will have multiple

about building a plan, dealing with a risk, solving a technical problem

slower overall growth in their ability in the last few years because each

something similar in the past helps you prepare for handling the

This is dangerous because:

managers. It is something they can relate their current situation to

across a situation, they will be able to call on experiences that are

that happened on Project X.” It doesn’t matter whether you are talking

projects and data points to relate to; and they will have had a much

or handling a diﬃcult team member; the sense of having been through

individual project will only represent a tiny fraction of their experience.

current situation.

Of course, the more projects you have been involved with, the
more experience you gain—and the greater the chance of having

been through something similar to the current situation. That’s what

•

The natural assumption is that the closer previous situations are to

•

A number of similar previous experiences with similar outcomes

makes experience so valuable—it reduces the risk and increases PM
conﬁdence for every aspect of their work.

But note what I said in the last paragraph: “… having been through

something similar…” The key word is “similar.” Just like no two projects are
identical, no two situations are identical. That means project managers
can’t simply “cut and paste” their experience from previous projects into
current situations; they need to adapt and adjust.

In that regard, I feel as though new project managers have the
advantage. Suppose you have only managed two or three projects

before your current one. You will come across situations on your current

project that will feel familiar to you based on what happened on those
earlier initiatives, but the chances are they will also seem a bit diﬀerent.

That will cause you to consciously think about what is the same and
what is diﬀerent, and that in turn will cause you to think about how you

the current one, the more likely identical actions can be applied.

from similar actions create a trend that builds conﬁdence that
doing the same thing is the right approach.

•

Experienced PMs don’t feel that they are still gaining experience
and growing, so have greater conﬁdence in repetition of past
actions.

This isn’t a conscious thing on the part of more experienced project
managers, it’s simply human nature. We all do it without even thinking
about it. Think about something you have been doing for a long period
of time—driving a car, playing a sport, etc. You don’t consciously

think about how current situations relate to the past, you just react

automatically based on the “muscle memory” of all those similar
situations. It’s the concept of “practice makes perfect” that we’ve all
heard of.

Practice makes perfect is a perfectly valid approach when it comes to
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physical skills—the mechanics of driving in bad weather, for example.

grows. There does need to be a greater reliance on the automatic,

predictable. You can’t drive a car in bad weather based solely on the

PM would never be able to get anything done. But there also has to be

However, it doesn’t apply to mental skills because those are less

skills you developed from experience; you have to adjust to what other
road users are doing, react to their mistakes, etc. Project management

is the same. You can’t just shift into autopilot and rely on muscle

memory; you need to adapt all of your experience-based abilities to
the realities of the current project.

That’s where new project managers have the advantage. They know

muscle memory-driven responses to some situations; without that, the
a recognition that some situations are diﬀerent, that experience must
be adjusted and adapted if it is to provide value. The PM who can
diﬀerentiate between those situations will be the one who excels.

Andy Jordan

they don’t have the experience that allows them to rely on the past, so

Andy Jordan is President of Roﬀensian

experience they do have in order to identify the best possible outcome

based management consulting ﬁrm with a

come up with “perfect” solutions at the ﬁrst attempt and are prepared

Andy always appreciates feedback and

facing—whether that is from team members, stakeholders or simply

and can be reached at andy.jordan@roﬀensian.

they are much more conscious of the need to interpret and adapt the

Consulting

S.A.,

a

Roatan,

Honduras-

from the current project. They also recognize that they are less likely to

comprehensive project management practice.

to adjust and adapt as they learn more about the project they are

discussion on the issues raised in his articles

additional data.

com. Andy’s new book Risk Management for
Project Driven Organizations is now available.

The best project managers are those that are able to retain that ability

to consciously consider the need to adjust and adapt as their experience

OMM Special Weekend:

3 PMI Certiﬁcations Workshop
On November 24th, PMI Indonesia Chapter ran the 94th Open

thorough; covering requirements, procedures and most importantly

was a workshop format, covering 3 PMI certiﬁcations: The Project

the choice of speakers, who are credential holders themselves and are

Membership Meeting (OMM) Special Weekend edition. The meeting
Management Professional (PMP) delivered by Crysanthus Raharjo, PMP;
PMI – Scheduling Professional (PMI-SP) by Yudha Damiat, PMP, PMI-SP

and the PMI – Agile Certiﬁed Practitioner (PMI-ACP) by Achmad Zahrul
Mustaﬁddin, PMP, PMI-RMP, PMI-ACP. The objective of the workshop is

to promote these certiﬁcations to the project management community
and to give a structured explanation on how to get certiﬁed.

This whole day event was held in Multimatics, AXA Tower in Jakarta and

was attracted 12 people; 7 of whom attended the event. According to
one of the session participants, Sutranta, the OMM was very good and

the tips and tricks that were applied by the speakers. He commended
professionals in the ﬁeld.

Through OMM, PMI Indonesia Chapter continues to promote good

project management practices, through case studies, knowledge
sharing and certiﬁcation workshops such as this one. The event is open
for public and a special discount is oﬀered for chapter members.
Crysanthus Raharjo, PMP
VP Communications
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Congratulations and welcome to
Indonesia chapter for our New Members
Our sincere gratitude for new members and renew
members, your involvement and supports for PMI
Indonesia Chapter are very valuable for us. In September
until December 2018 we had 101 new members and 42
members who renewed their membership. We hope next
month, with more marvellous activities provided by PMI

Indonesia Chapter, more members would renew their
membership.
Thank you for join and let’s get involved with PMI Indonesia
Chapter because good things happen when you stay
involved with PMI.

New Members list per September until December 2018
Adam Sheridan
Ade M. Mirlianda
Adi Prayogi
Aditia Tanjung
Aditya Rifqi Jauhari
Adlizil Hazmi
Aﬁf Ilhamsyah
Agus Soejono
Ahmad Farkhan Abadi
Ahmad Syaﬁq Hartarto
Airita Fajarnarita Sumantri
Akhram Rakhmat Andriarto
Alﬁus Yonatan
Andarining Palupi
Andi Setia Buana
Andrew Wisnujati
Andri Sinaga
Anin Mifthariza Assegaf
Anton Pane
Aprilia Asmoro
Aprirainy Agustin
Arief Bagus Prasetyo
Bambang Hendrawan
Bambang Utomo
Bernardus Satrio Palapessy
Darma Nugraha
Deri Derian
Dewi Permatasari
Dian Pamungkas
Dimas Ario Rudhy Pear
Dionisius Hero

Dony Athoillah
Eka Patrika Yuanita
Evy Alﬁah
Fajril Ambia
Fathur Alfarisi Julana
Ferriansyah Hasan
Fitria Dewi
Galih Bimo Handoyo
Galih Wibowojati
Grisda Pratika Sari
Gua Jauwidi
Hadyan Ghaziani Fadli
Handal Abdillah
Hanifah Amri
Harijaya Hasanudin
Hascaryo Rat Kusumo
Hong Bok Wong
Indra Simamora
Irvan R.P. Napitupulu
Joko Prasetyo
K. Thofa Iskandar Adhi Putra
Leonard Lumban Gaol
M. Kusuma Utama
Mahendra Diwasasri Reka P.
Maria Kristanti W.
Masnur Majid
Matahari Hari
Matheson Croyston
Metta Satyani Widjaja
Mirelda Puspita Nabela Carlis
Mohamad Haryo Basuki

Mohamad Lineker
Mohammad Romalul Ardhi
M. Akbar Ibnu Farhan Putra S.
Muhammad Arfan
Mulya Saﬁra
Niftira Jalanti
Nimas Sekar Ayu Aliﬁa Fatihah
Nina Anggraini
Nurul Nadiyya Bunga Arofah
Nyoman S
Pratama Adinanta
Prima Ariwibowo
R Rikie Eka Cahyadi
R.M. Adhika Wira Widyadana
Radinal Rachmat
Raisyuli Indria
Raymond Joshua Sihombing
Reynandra Ariyoputraka
Rizaldi Ali Kasmiri
Rizka Maulina Fitri

Rizki Hiro Danial Nasution
Rizky Ambarini
Rossa Fadilla
Runi Ceeci Akmalia
Satrio Yudo Prawiro
Shaﬁtri Nurhanifa
Siska Andri
Siska Dewi Ariyani
Sudiyono Sudiyono
Syarif Chaniago
Tamara Nurilla
Tristanto Prabowo
Wiendi Dhuana Saputra
Wildan Maulana
Willy P Pardede
Willy Wahyudi
Yosef Setya Buana
Yudo Dewanto
Yusuf Trihartono Tonapa

PMI INDONESIA CHAPTER MEMBERSHIP GROWTH
New Member

Renewed Member

101

42

September - December 18
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Re-join and Renew Members list per September until December 2018
Adam Baringin Ompusunggu
Adi Widyatmoko
Agung Risman Subagja
Andhyka Setyawan
Andra Rizki Aquary
Andre Hadiwinata
Andri Bintara Purwana
Antokalina Sari Verdiana
Ari Azman Hidayat
Ayu Delima
Budi Darjanto Sudono
Budi Setiawan
Cahya Awal
Deddy Harianto

Delﬁar Sari
Della Maretha Rahmawati
Dwi Novi Kusumawati
Farid Maruf
Ferry Kurniawan
Gunadi
Hadi Mustain Salis
Haryman Manullang
Hermawan Aﬁanto
Ibnu Hajar
Irvan Kurniawan Jong
Joshua Eka Pratama Lukman
Juanto Sitorus
Julian Christofer Siahaan

Kok An
Maiﬁ Januar
Muh. Zulcham Priyambodo
Muhamad Rifqi Fitriady
Ni Komang Widiani
Prima Jaya Siagian
Putu Kresna
Sade Marbun
Salman Saragih
Soleh Sudarmaji
Ujang Ramdan
Veronika Rahayu AndIrma
Zaenal Holis

Statistics trought, 31 August 2018

PMI Fact FILE

total Member 554,660
...in 208 countries and territories

September until
December

Binsarto Halsen Marbun
Marketing Board Member

PMI has 296 chartered and
10 potential chapters

Board Profile

Mr. Binsarto H Marbun, is a consultant in project management. He currently works as head
of project management department at Astra Graphia Information Technology.
He completed his diploma studies in computer technology at the polytechnic Institute
Technology Bandung in 1996, and completed his economics degree at the University of
Indonesia in 2001.
Currently, he is also active as a mentor in the PMP study group organized by PMI Chapter
Indonesia.
A strong passion in the ﬁeld of project management motivated him to be able to pass
creative ideas to advance the role of project management in the information technology
business.

from
Member

In the end of January 2018, I was having 3 days inpatient in
hospital and doctor giving me recommendation of 2 weeks
bed rest, to stay working at home not doing any business trip,
etc. And then I am asking to my wife (Novelly-SG8) beside
working remotely, what should I do to ﬁll out “non-value-added
activities” during bed rest? And she told me to join SG13 for PMP
certiﬁcation. Ok, that’s a great idea to learn and exploring new
knowledge area. Eventually on February 2nd, 2018 it was the
ﬁrst time, I knew and opened page one of pmbok 6th edition.
In the early chapter it was hard, because most of my past worked
experience are engineering instead of project management role.
So, a lot of terminology, deﬁnition, and concept are practically
new for me. Of course, all the chapter in Pmbok are very relevant
with our daily jobs, but still i was not getting the essential and
made me diﬃcult to understand. Reﬂected to my pretest score
range is Below Target-Target, until I try to read twice on chapter
7 Project Cost Management resulting AT for the pretest and this
was also the “AHA moment” for me.
Because my work home base is not in Jakarta, mostly I do
frequent business trip to east of Indonesia. Unfortunately, this
become my constraint during study group. Therefore, several
chapter I was not able to join, much of mini SG I can’t come,
and actively following whatsapp group discussion. But those
constraint never drop my spirit, determination, and persistence
on learning and exploring Pmbok. I kept working on FAQ, brain
dump, self-reading, pretest, trial, etc. as directed by mentor.
Cause I’m fully aware scapegoating my constraint can never
helped me out passing the exam, instead I must ﬁll out the gap
by continuously self-learning, so I can reach project closing
phase of “passing the pmp”.
Two weeks before Eid al-Fitri was equal to “freeze network”
period, which mean no major activity will be executed. In that
case, I will have an extra spare time to do more intensive of
self-learning during standby until the end of freeze period
which is H+7 of Eid al-Fitri. So, I think I should maximized this
moment. After reading whole pmbok one time, twice for Rita
9th edition, mastering brain dump, working all FAQ & summary,
understanding ITTO-storyline-each chapter concept. I was
doing a lot of trials, review is a must, self-exploration, and
consulted with mentors start counted from the 1st trial SG13 on
April 8th until June 25th total 34 times around 5905 of questions
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from diﬀerent mock resources.
Two days after the last trial which mean June 27th was my
scheduled exam. Before the exam, I was making sure that brain
dumb is okay, read my personal summary of pmbok, took a
“safe breakfast”, and came 1.5 hours early from the schedule.
During the exam, frankly speaking the “questions style and
language” are totally diﬀerent with all of trials that I have been
worked with (understanding the questions, knowing in which
KA/PG/Process, what have been done on the situation, what
next to do of those questions are mandatory).
My early pace was a bit slow, the ﬁrst 20 questions took me

around 30 minutes. But I try to avoid panic, control, stabilize
my focus and emotion. So, I can normalize the pace. I ﬁnished
answered 200 questions for 3.5 hours with plenty of marks/
strikethrough and left 30 minutes only for reviewed. My personal
advice, please don’t left it unanswered if you are unsure and
don’t took a long reading on any questions, just choose the
answer-mark-and go to the next questions. Finally, alhamdulillah
I passed the exam.
I’m very thank full and appreciate to mentor PMI SG13 &
Mini SG, Pak Abie, Kris, Edith, Syarief, Yani, Badrul, Aan, Hari,
Hamzah, Rizki, Acil, Adit, Ferdi, Ibu Velly, Nita, Flora, and all. For
the holistic knowledge shared, time & eﬀort that have spent
for us to become a PMP certiﬁed. It’s priceless. Also, to all SG13
colleague for the fun, collaborative learning moment during the
journey. Wishing all the best for us and future endeavor.
Thanks-Kiitos-Danke-Syukron-Xiexie-Namaste-Arigato
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